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LD3TRACT.

An experimental seismic sarvey was
it'd. in Morwell.Traralgon area of the Latrobe
Valley, Gippsland, Victoria.

Heflections were obtained from within
the brown coal measures and their general
structure, within the area surveyed was indicated.

Refraction tests indicated velocities at
depths which can probably be attributed to basalt.
Only the more important aspects of the results are
given but a detailed report will be issued later.



1,^INTIWUCTION.

auring April and iiay 1958 the Bureau of nineral
Resources carried out an experimental seismic survey in the
Porwell-fraralgon Area of the Latrobe Valley. The objects
of the survey were to delineate structure within the coal
measures, and to determine the depth to basement which was
thought to be either the basaltic Narracan Group or Jurassic
Sediments.

2, itiallaa.

late 1 is a Bouguer anomaly map of the area
which also shows the position of the seismic traverses.
The latest gravity observations along the seismic traverses
(and also at several new stations along roads) are
incorporated in the map. Only sli,ht modifications to
the earlier Bouguer :inomaly maps (iTeluipm1951) were necessary.

Icastau
reflection cross-section between shot points

5. and 14 on traverse A 14 shown on Plate 2, At the top
of the plate the surface elevation, drill logs of shot holes
and the thickness of the low velocity surface layer (the
weathered layer) are shown on an exaggerated scale. The
reflections recorded have been plotted on a natural scale
(500 feet equals I inch) with reference to a datum of 250
feet above M.S.L. dhen reflected energy is recorded from
a geological horizon, its wave form on the oscillograph
record extends over two or three cycles. iLach cycle has
been plotted as a separate line on the cross-section and
hence a single reflection representing a single geological
horizon may be represented by two or three lines on the cross-
section. seflections have been plotted vertically below
the shot point at which they were recorded SO that dipping
reflections are not plotted in their true positions. The
reflection time is measured an the seismic record and to
enable this to be presented in terms of depth, a velocity
distribution for the aeration has to be determined. In
this case, in the absence of velocity data from bore holes,
a statistical analysis of reflections was carried out to
determine the velocity distribution. These results may be
as much as l4 in error s which will in turn mean that the
depths indicated on the cross-sections may alao be as such
as 10$ in error,

The reflection cross-section indicates conformable
reflection horizons from 500 feet to 2,000 feet below shot
point 14 and it is possible to correlate reflections from one
shot point to the other as far as .;hot point 8, where a sharp
discontinuity in the correlation of reflections from one shot
point to the next is noticeable. Another less uronounced
discontinuity can be observed under shot point 61.
aefleetian quality is not as good between shot point 5 and
8 as an the renAinder of the traverse. There appear to be
changes in the character of the cross-section at two different
depths. At 3114, the reflections above 2100 feet are of
far better quality than those below, and this change in
character can be followed along the cross-section to JP8 s
where it is at a depth of about 1600 feet. The change is



more notiaable ea the meads thee on the eross-seetioa,
end although there is ne apperat sassier uneenhormit,
between the relations above and below the champ, it
seems to be a major break in the seetion4 A eased
below whisk the variations are mere sparsely distrirutf:
Is saleable 2600 feet below Abet point 14 and mgy be
relieved aloft the evoss-eation to Shot point 8.

Refrestion shatieg revealed the pregame of
a layer having a velocity of 14,000 feet per reload beneath
shot point 11 * the ealeulatien of the depth of the layer
depends an the average velocity assumed for the sediments
above it. Frem assideratioms of the near surfsee velocities
and the statistial anlysis of reflections, average velocity
of 6500 ft/see. appears the best vela to use. leasenable
limits of the velosity load be isoo ft/see. minima and
7000 ft/ses. masimon. The depth oaloelated using these
three velocities are shwa an the profile.

Refraction work vas also earned out between
*hot points 5 ma 17 OR the south-eastern and of traverse A
end a ',laity at 12,000 ft/see, was reards46 The depth
to this 'elan, was ealeelated at several shot points and
a profile ef the top of the refreeter is MMus on Plate 3.
the same natnral seals (PO fat equals 1 imeh) as the
reflation orossm000tion (Plate 2) vas used so that a
egotimmens erossmaation from shot pant 14 to shot point
lb* may be made 0, joining the We plates.
Ailltatelataliiii.filantaKBLA•

Basalt is knew* to crop out about half a mile
south-east of shot point 17, and it vas eepated to dip
bona* the eoal measures for at least a shoot distance to
the northwest and it soy be present throughout a great part
of the Latrobe Valley. the velocity of 12,000 feet per mood
measured by Wrestle"' work between *hot points 5 and 17 is
a reasonable value for basalt and, taking into want the
dip of the profile en Plate 3, it is reasonable to assume
that the top or the basalt is represented by the profile of
the 12,000 feet per second layer. Una the eomptetios of
the seimmde work information on two bores has am to hand.
The depth to basalt is the bores is plotted as Plats 3 and
the agreement with the profile anfirms that the 12,000 foot
per second layer is basalt.

The depth of basalt from serration work is thorn
beneath shot point 5 an Plate 2 and it may be sorvelated
amfidently with refloetkton at a depth of about 940 foot
below Mhot point 4. It is possible to agrelato the reflation
to a depth at 14400 feet below shelpoint 8* The dissontinuity
in correlation beneath shot point nay be interpreted as a
small holt with a threw of 100 f or less and downthrown to
the northmwest.

In the adimentarf aqus s. of the Latrobe Valli,'
presented by Thomas (13) two major changes in oharater are
evident. It seems a le^interpretation of the reflation
eross.seetion between^points 8 and 14 to avvelate the
rivet geological Mao at the top of the basaltic Narrow&
Group with the first shames in eharseter of the refieetion
oreawseetion U.*. at 2100 feet below shot point 14) and the
mead geologial champ at the top of the Jurassic with the
salad shafts in the eharaeter of the reflation oress-seetion



(i.e. at 260u feet below shot point 14).

A serious argument againAt this interpret%tion
'trises from the results of refraction work. The velocity of
14,00J feet per second, which was recorded beneath shot point
11 seems too high for the Jurassic sediments even at a depth
of 3000 feet and it is more likely that of basalt. The most
;,robnble value for the depth of this high velocity layer
(renresenting the basaltic Marracan Group) is 2440 feet
corresponding with the second change in the reflection cross-
section (see ilate 2), not the first as suggested above.

Two changes in the interpretation which would
brine agreement between the reflection work qnd the refraction
fork are suggested below:

(a) A significant change in the sedimentary
character of the Tipper Latrobe Valley Coal
Measures may exist which could account for
the first change in character of the reflection
cross-section, thus allowing part of the u ,,: per
coal measures to be represented by the
reflections between the two changes in
character of the cross-section at 2,100
and :1 ,500 feet respectively below shot point
14.

(b) Basalt may not exist in the sedimentary
sequence on this part of the traverse and
the velocity of 14,000 feet per second may
represent the Jurassic sediments. It is
most unlikely that if the basalt does exist
above the Jurassic sediments, the velocity
recorded is that of these sediments.

The sharp break in correlation beneath shot
point P, is almost certainly a fault. The magnitude of the
throw is uncertain because of the uncertainty of interpretation
between shot points 8 and 14. If the top of the basalt were
taken as approximately corresponding to the first change in
character of the cross-section (this is not in agreement with
the refraction work), the throw would be about 200 feet.
It would be about BOO feet if the basalt were to corres.'ond
to the second change in character of the cross-section.

fraverse 

The reflection cross-section along t;-!tverse 1 is
shown on :late 4. The lack of shallow information is
noticeable when it is compared with 'late 2. This is due to
the fact that shot holes were spaced a Narter mile apart on
traverse B (Plate 4) and an eighth mile apart on traverse A
( , late 2).

The cross-section indicates that the coal measures
are unlikely to be deeper than 2500 feet below which the
reflections are fewer and not as easily correlated as above.

shallow synclinal feature with its axis below shot point 25
is indicated by reflection dips on the cross-section. It
appears from the results obtained on this traverse that it
would be necessary in any future work to space shot holes at
eighth mile intervals in order to obtain reliable information
on the structure or the coal measures.
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